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A Square Games and Simulation, LLC partners with TheSoundWell
Vibro-therapy to create the My Dream World Generator

A Square Games and Simulation, LLC (A Square), a rapid prototyping and technical solutions company is
partnering with TheSoundWell, a Vibroacoustic-therapy company, and their CEO, Avigail Berg-Panitz to
create a brand-new product, the My Dream World Generator.
This partnership will focus on the research and development of a state state-of-the-art system that
combines the original vibroacoustic-therapy invented by Olav Skille with patented technology
manufactured by TheSoudWell supported by software and virtual reality experiences created by A
Square.
“The cellular sonic wave inner body massage is felt as gently as being hugger from within” says Avigail
Berg-Panitz, CEO of TheSoundWell. “We use Olav Skille’s low sound frequency compositions, some of
them help reduce pain and stress in different parts of the body, others help reduce insomnia and
anxiety and yet others lead to deep meditation and even self-hypnosis”.
My Dream World Generator
Avigail Berg-Panitz is passionate about closing the gap between therapeutic models and self-care tools.
“The vision here is to create a tool for users at home and resellers alike” says Adrian Lannon, CEO of A
Square “To be able to go home, plug into your VR headset, plug in your vibroacoustic tech and use The
Dream World Generator to create customized therapy sessions” he continued “users could design
sessions to induce sleep, meditate or partake in visual stimulation to develop better habits or reach a
healthier state of mind”.

For Avigail, MA, the idea of integrating virtual reality with vibroacoustic-therapy stems from her interest
and exploration of the Placebo Effect and Psychoneuroimmunology. By empowering individuals with the
ability to create their own “scripts” of therapy and take control of their subconsciousness, Avigail aims
to improve user’s proactivity, creativity, quality of life and daily performance.
My Dream World Generator is currently seeking strategic business partners in the fields of marketing,
fundraising or investment.
Learn more about our vision, dreams, technology and science: www.mydreamworldgenerator.com
About A Square Games and Simulation, LLC
A Square Games and Simulation is a rapid prototyping and technical solutions company specializing in
Unity Engine development and provides a range of Long-Term-Support/Short-Term-Support for
simulation & training, VR/AR, and mobile applications.
Their recent work includes various mobile AR and VR applications and subcontracting for DOD/DHS;
working on a myriad of projects ranging from promoting local artists on AR platforms to full-featured
simulations for integrated emergency response training for mass casualty events.
For more information visit: https://asquaregamesandsimulation.com/
About TheSoundWell Vibro-therapy
TheSoundWell is a Vibroacoustic-therapy startup based in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. They
manufacture the original vibroacoustic therapy technology originated in Norway. This therapy uses
harmonic low sound frequencies that are streamed into equipment such as mats, pillows and SoundBath
weighted blankets to relieve stress, anxiety, pain, insomnia and boost user’s vitality and inner balance in
a soothing and effortless way.
TheSoundWell boosts the bond between wellness, health and wellbeing and supports 6P: Proactive,
Preventive, Personalized, Positive & Perseverance Perception
For more information visit: https://www.vibro-therapy.com/
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